Tree-line changes along the Andes: implications of spatial patterns and dynamics
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The Andes provide an extensive latitudinal and topographical framework for studying the factors that control the spatial patterns of forests (timberlines) and their species components expressed through the presence of tree growth forms (tree lines). Despite consistent overall similarities in landscape patterns, many processes must be unique, given the dramatic differences in species richness and biophysical constraints along the Andes. In all cases evaluated to date, morphological plasticity is a common trait of plant species that dominate at tree lines. In fact, many changes observed can be related to species-specific traits. Physiological limitations on tree growth form only explain species limits, while disturbances and cyclical climate fluctuations interact to affect many landscape patterns. Over long periods of time, tree lines provide unique habitats and perhaps opportunities for speciation. Understanding the spatial organization of tree-line dynamics is one viable research approach for evaluating the likely past fluxes and possible future changes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tree lines delimit spatially the Andean forest biodiversity hotspots. Their presence marks points along complex environmental gradients, where tree life forms are replaced as dominants by graminoids, forbs or shrubs. Understanding their spatial patterns, structures, composition and dynamism through time should provide insights into the ecological and biogeographical processes at work in creating and maintaining vegetation patterns and species range limits. A comparative framework is useful, permitting the evaluation of general theories for tree line by examining whether spatial patterns are shared and whether similar processes are involved.

Tree lines can be defined, demarcated and evaluated in terms of their spatial and temporal dimensions. In particular, insights into the processes that control the distributions and abundances of tall woody plants (tree lines) and forests (timberlines) can be derived from examination of changes in the composition, life histories and structure of those plants and vegetation types along spatial environmental gradients and through time.

The Andes Mountains form a series of long north-south trending mountain ranges over a distance of more than 7000 km from northern South America at about 10° N to roughly 57° S in Tierra de Fuego. Tree lines are found at most of these latitudes and one crucial question is whether similar spatial patterns are to be found. In addition, this and other comparative research questions need to be framed within a temporal framework that includes a range of mechanisms, from evolutionary processes acting over millennia to many vegetation ecological processes that affect plants over years and decades, and ecophysiological functions that occur in hours or even minutes. Detailed vegetation ecology studies at different latitudes in the Andes have revealed the importance of climatic processes and of disturbances such as fire which might be part of land-use practices. Thus, the dynamism of tree lines gives insights into both biophysical and anthropogenic processes. Projecting likely future trends and interpreting palaeoevidence of changes over long time periods require additional data and assumptions, presenting both challenges and opportunities for further research.

This paper begins with a brief review of recent research from tropical, subtropical and middle latitudes in the Andes, summarized with the goal of searching for shared patterns, processes and explanations. Next, the ecological processes involved are identified in relation to research done at tree lines globally. Finally, all of these aspects are related to needed research initiatives, including better clarifying the spatial and temporal dimensions of change, particularly as biodiversity conservation concerns and the role of human agency become increasingly involved in explanations and outcomes.

2. ANDEAN TREE LINES

Several researchers have recently examined these issues at various sites along the Andes, principally examining altitudinal tree lines. Here, we examine three case studies located in three latitudinal belts that have predictable differences in biophysical controls (table 1), even though all sites have similar general inverted timberline landscape patterns of valley bottom grasslands and forest on valley sides. We begin with a temperate, middle latitude example in southern South
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America, accompanied by examples of complementary studies nearby. We then examine the subtropics, with landscape and regional studies in northwestern Argentina. Finally, we summarize the work at a tropical timberline forest studied in northern Peru by the authors.

(a) Temperate Andes

Undoubtedly, the ecological dynamics of tree line in the Andes have been most investigated at middle latitudes (e.g. Villalba et al. 1997; Cuevas 2000, 2002; Daniels & Veblen 2003; Frangi et al. 2005). In the temperate Andes, Nothofagus pumilio has been the model (modal) species discussed for tree line, because it tends to become a dominant species at high altitudes, defining the upper tree limit (Cuevas 2002). It apparently occupies undisturbed sites (Daniels & Veblen 2003) or as the main element of disturbed and regrowth forest (Szeicz et al. 1998). This species is deciduous, morphologically plastic, wind pollinated and has cyclic mast fruiting and wind dispersal (Cuevas 2000). Plasticity is manifested in changes in its growth form, with some individuals growing as trees up to 20 m tall and others found in a shrubby krummholz form at the highest elevations. By default, tree-line explanations here revolve around the autecology of this species.

Physical settings for this part of the temperate Andes include a tectonically active terrain, with a climatic gradient from oceanic wet climates in the westernmost areas to drier seasonal precipitation towards the eastern parts and with a decrease of mean annual temperature from north to south (Villalba et al. 1997; Szeicz et al. 2003; Lara et al. 2005), with implications for explaining tree growth (e.g. Kitzberger et al. 1995).

The most evaluated biophysical controls on tree growth have been temperature and moisture in southern South America. Thus, Lara et al. (2005) looked along a latitudinal transect in Chile for patterns of changes in radial growth in relation to temperature and precipitation. Their analysis used dendrochronology to reveal the spatial pattern related to those two factors. Tree growth was mostly positively correlated with precipitation and negatively with temperature in the northern parts, while there was an opposite relationship on the southern parts of their transect. Presumably, this means that trees are more limited by temperature at higher latitudes.

How structure and position of tree lines are influenced by an array of biological and physical factors at the regional and local scales were questions addressed by Daniels & Veblen (2003, 2004). Their goals were to distinguish the effects of local natural disturbances from climatic influences and to evaluate structure and growth differences at a scale corresponding to regional and local climatic variation. Observed changes in position and structure of tree lines tended to correspond with a global increase in temperature, which supports the idea of tree lines being environmental indicators. However, other conditions might also be important, such as disturbance at the regional and local scales, temporal variation in some climate aspects and asynchrony between climate change and vegetation response.

Daniels & Veblen (2003) examined 150 sites in Patagonia (40°44′–41°15′S) along a cool-wet to warm-dry transect, from Chile in the west to Argentina to the east of the Andes. They made two predictions: (i) that local disturbance will initially lower tree-line elevations and simultaneously reduce vegetation cover and growth rates, with the further prediction that recovery and re-establishment growth rates may increase upslope and (ii) in regards to temperature or moisture controls, an expectation that if temperature were the control for their study area, it would be manifested in regional changes with greater growth rates to the east due to a more continental temperature regime, while if moisture was the controlling factor then such changes will be conspicuous towards the west. This second prediction also had a local component, namely that if temperature was the controlling factor then elevation and growth would be greater on warm, north-facing slopes, but if moisture was important then elevation and productivity would be greater on cool, south-facing slopes.

Their study analysed size, density and growth rates of Nothofagus trees during a 5-year period, in addition to cover of herbs and shrubs, in order to estimate overall vegetation productivity. Six physical features were recorded for each site, in addition to species composition and structure of the tree line. Their data were statistically analysed for occurrences and differences in and between biological and disturbance classes in relation to categorical and continuous variables, using contingency tables and one- to three-way ANOVAs. They found that although N. pumilio was the dominant species in all the sites except one, two other species were also present on the west side of the transect: N. antarctica was growing at four sites at timberline, and as krummholz plants it was found together with N. betuloides. They also found that most sites without disturbance were located on upper slopes, with warm aspects, straight configurations, relatively simple microtopography, low slope angles and low topographic relative moisture index values. These undisturbed sites had short ecotones, high krummholz growth rates, high cover of herbs and shrubs and low percentages of bare ground. In addition, six out of seven features of tree-line ecotone varied significantly at regional and/or local spatial scales. Regionally, tree lines had tree density and plant cover greater in

Table 1. Major latitudinal trends in the patterns and processes that characterize the tree lines of the Andes Mountains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>biophysical control</th>
<th>tropical</th>
<th>subtropical</th>
<th>temperate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>growing season</td>
<td>probably asseasonal</td>
<td>perhaps 280 days yr⁻¹</td>
<td>perhaps 60–180 days yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree diversity</td>
<td>20–100</td>
<td>several</td>
<td>usually one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>importance of snow</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>occasionally</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>influence of ENSO</td>
<td>possible</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
westerly sites, with greater amounts of bare ground in drier areas in the eastern part of the transect. Additionally, tree-line elevation was significantly lower in the west side than on the east of the transect. Locally, herb and shrub cover was higher in undisturbed sites, and interaction between aspect and disturbance resulted in higher tree line on the west side with warmer aspects. Increased tree-line vegetation and growth rates for the krummholz forms of *N. pumilio* supported their hypothesis that low temperature limits tree-line dynamics. On the other hand, the presence of higher forest density and more understory on the west side was interpreted as showing moisture as the main climatic control.

Regional and global climatic controls undoubtedly have an effect on altitudinal tree lines in the temperate Andes. As Daniels & Veblen (2003, 2004) discussed, structure and dynamics of timberline receive regional climatic influences and will be exacerbated by more global factors, with different spatial responses mostly based on differential availability of moisture. Switches in tree dominance have been interpreted locally in relation to disturbance, for example, shifts from *N. betuloides* dominance to *N. pumilio* in southwestern Chile has been attributed to recovery after fire (Szeicz et al. 2003). Community structure and biomass decline with altitude and nutrient cycling features (accumulation, uptake, requirement and recycling) in temperate Andean forests conform to the observations made outside of the Andes. However, architectural plant growth form changes, from trees to shrubby krummholz, appear to be due to advantages of the krummholz life form (Frangi et al. 2005). There might be additional life-history differences needed to understand species persistence and dominance patterns at the landscape level (Pollmann 2004). Physical factors (gravity and wind) may also affect fruit and seed dispersal, especially in limiting the success for establishing of new individuals outside of the borders of the timberline (Cuevas 2000).

At timberline, the dynamics of biological processes requires a consideration of both temporal and spatial scales. Cuevas (2000, 2002) studied demographic features and recruitment for *N. pumilio*, which forms an abrupt tree line along an altitudinal transect in southern Chile. Using ecological and dendrochronological techniques, he found that establishment had long-term dynamics and fluxes, referring to time periods of decades to centuries. Population dynamics tended to vary with altitude regarding abundance of individuals at different stages, but age structures were multimodal regardless of altitude, probably corresponding to differing recruitment events. Fruit production varied interannually, with maximum production every 7 years; and regardless of seed production, fruit production increased with altitude.

As a result, temporal and spatial scale considerations were important for interpreting seed production and seed survival. Both factors varied annually and diminished with altitude as a result of resource limitation linked to a short growing season and low photosynthetic rates. Site variation regarding microclimate and density of a seedling bank were also important for the success of tree establishment and the shape of tree line. Cuevas (2000) proposed the need for longer-term studies to examine additional restrictions along the different stages of the life-history cycle of timberline species, since longevity of the species may also contribute to temporal shifts in the dynamics of recruitment.

**b) Subtropical Andes**

Most of the recent explanations for the variability and dynamics of altitudinal tree lines and tree expansion into non-forest vegetation in the subtropical Andes come from mesic seasonal localities, where a temporal perspective can be evaluated through the studies of annual tree rings (e.g. Grau & Veblen 2000; Grau et al. 2003; Morales et al. 2004).

Climatic influences on radial growth of tree species were studied by Morales et al. (2004) along an altitudinal gradient in northern Argentina (22–23° S). These authors tested whether variation in seasonal and/or annual precipitation affected growth of four tree-line species at their highest limits, predicting a positive association between these variables. They used correlation function analysis of climatic data and with dendrochronological techniques. Along this gradient, precipitation diminishes with increases in altitude, and the growing season is associated with a summer precipitation regime. They found that for all the four studied species (*Alnus acuminata*, *Juglans australis*, *Polylepis tarapacana* and *Prosopis ferox*), there was a positive association between growth and precipitation. However, species responses were different in timing. Thus, *J. australis* growth responded to precipitation during the previous and the current growing season, while *P. ferox* and *P. tarapacana* responded statistically only to precipitation from the previous growing season. Therefore, species traits matter, contributing to a more complex relationship between temperature and water availability, and being influenced by the scale and temporal features examined.

Disturbance is another kind of factor that may play a role in the stasis or flux of tree abundance and plant species richness in the Andes, and thus in the presence of a tree line and its composition. Overall, the effect of disturbance is dependent on the spatial scale and will manifest itself in different patterns of physical and biological associations (Grau 2001, 2002; Grau et al. 2003). For example, Grau & Veblen (2000) studied a mid-elevation site in Argentina, where amount of area burned affects tree invasion into non-forested areas. They used dendrochronological, photographic and demographic data in relation to spatial and temporal parameters, and analysed them with statistical tests including correlation and principal component analysis. They showed that for a pioneering fire-resistant species such as alder, *A. acuminata*, demographic changes and especially recruitment are affected by precipitation variability and by fire occurrence. They also demonstrated that these factors will vary according to sites, showing that fire generally increases in years following an increase in precipitation, although drier sites might not show this relation owing to smaller overall fuel loads.

At high altitudes in the subtropical Andes, the approach proposed by Körner (1998; see also Handa
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et al. 2005), in which thermal constraints may affect the physiology of carbon balance or limit growth, could provide a theoretical framework for testing how species may respond to limiting conditions. The environmental setting in the drier parts of the subtropical Andes is defined by a daily climatic variability rather than strong seasonal shifts (e.g. Rada et al. 2001; García-Núñez et al. 2004), and thus differs from the more mesic sites discussed above. For example, in southern Bolivia, P. tarapacana, a frost-tolerant subtropical Andean tree forms woodlands in semi-arid sites, reaching altitudes above 5000 m (Liberman-Cruz & Baied 1997; Navarro et al. 2005). The physiological responses of this species have been studied by Rada et al. (2001) and García-Núñez et al. (2004) who measured air temperature, relative humidity, photon flux density, leaf conductance and transpiration and also contents of non-structural carbohydrates and proteins (praline) in order to consider limitations of water stress upon net photosynthetic rate due to seasonality and to determine resistance mechanisms to low temperatures. Their results show that P. tarapacana, regardless of climatic variability, had a range of net photosynthetic rates comparable to other timberline species at low latitudes and that interseasonal change in content of non-structural carbohydrates and protein may be correlated to changes in higher metabolic activity and growth. Hoch & Körner (2005) report data suggesting limited growth rather than limited photosynthesis for this same species.

(c) Tropical timberlines

Tropical timberlines differ from other sites in the Andes by their species richness and details of their structural composition. Young and colleagues evaluated the inverted tree lines found in a previously glaciated area of northern Peru. This is a biodiversity area overlooking the cloud forests and Amazon rainforests of the upper Huallaga River Valley, characterized by high rainfall (over 2000 mm) and highly acidic soils. Some 120 species of trees and shrubs form the tree lines (Young 1993a,b). There are several species of Ilex (Aquifoliaceae); Oreoepanx (Araliaceae); Baccharis, Diplostephium and Gynoxys (Asteraceae); Hedyosmum (Chloranthaceae); Clusia (Clusiaceae); Weinmannia (Cunoniaceae); Disterigma, Gaultheria and Vaccinium (Ericaceae); Ocotea (Lauraceae); Brachyotum and Miconia (Melastomataceae); Myrsine (Myrsinaceae); Myrcianthes (Myrtaceae); Piper (Piperaceae); Monnina (Polygalaceae); Hesperomeles (Rosaceae); Meliosma (Sabiaceae); Solanum (Solanaceae) and Symlocos (Symlocaceae). Spatial heterogeneity is notable in this site, and probably the best way to characterize these timberlines and their landscapes. Using a series of vegetation plots along an altitudinal gradient and with distance from the forest–grassland borders, Young (1993b,c) observed that changes at forest edges were expressed through the structure and composition of the woody plants. Densities of the trees, shrubs and lianas increased with elevation and changed inversely with distance from the forest margins. But, overall, there were also many species-specific differences with, for example, forest interior and forest edge specialists. He proposed that because tropical tree lines are located on habitat edges in landscapes with ecotonal characteristics, at those borders biophysical changes occur and are expressed in the structure and composition of the plants. Edges differ from continuous forest features in structure and microclimate.

Scendent species include species from Bomarea (Alstroemeriaceae); Jumia, Mikania and Munnoza (Asteraceae); Centropogon (Campylanaceae); Stellaria (Caryophyllaceae); Dioscorea (Dioscoreaceae); Alloplectus (Gesneriaceae); Ribes (Grossulariaceae); Fuchsia (Onagraceae); Passiflora (Passifloraceae); Muhlenbeckia (Polygonaceae); Rubus (Rosaceae); Calceolaria (Scrophulariaceae); Tropasolum (Tropaeolaceae); Pilea (Urticaceae) and Valeriana (Valerianaceae). Typically they did not appear to be habitat specialists, at least in terms of their relative abundances along sampled transects, but their high abundance and density towards tree-line edges may play a role in the dynamics of other life forms, helping to understand the processes shaping timberline. Towards the edge, Young (1993b) recorded densities of scendent plants equivalent to 6000–10,000 stems ha⁻¹. The presence of relictual individuals at edges, as in the case of large stems of resprouting scendent plants, also occurs in other life forms like ferns (Young & León 1993). The abundant understory bamboo in some of the timberline forests (an apparently undescribed species of Chusquea) was sun intolerant and reached densities of 260,000 stems ha⁻¹, but did not appear to negatively affect tree recruitment (Young 1991).

Size and location of forest patches also influence the dynamics of the edge that by nature varies through time, affecting or shaping landscape patterns (Young 1993a–c). Furthermore, as for many tree-line situations, disturbance was also shown to be an important force, although most frequently manifested through grassland fires set to improve grazing for livestock. Young (1998a) discussed and outlined the different processes associated with the heterogeneous shaping of Andean landscapes in relation to human intervention. Through millennial and centennial processes, humans in the central Andes have profoundly changed forested habitats in highlands, while a more recent deforestation process is occurring in the wettest areas. The patterns in the landscape vary spatially, with complex consequences in highlands due to an increase in fragmentation and a shift from forests to scrublands, while in wetter areas the elevational limit of forest is moved downward and depressed often by 500 m in altitude.

3. TREE LINES AS DYNAMIC SPATIAL PHENOMENA

Given these latitudinal changes along the Andes, what can be currently stated about shared patterns and processes? Tree lines can be mapped. Depending on the grain and the extent represented, they would appear on paper or in digital form as the edges of forests, as the last one of a series of isolated forest patches or isolated individual trees, or alternatively as contour lines that signify the outer limits to the presence of the particular species involved. Each of these abstract cases potentially involves a variety of ecological processes and historical events. In addition, particular plant species might have the potential to grow in more than one
growth form, meaning, for example, that the location of ‘tree line’ may not be a species limit if that plant can grow as a shrub instead of a tree under more extreme environmental conditions.

The diversity of tree lines is sometimes overlooked in the search for general biogeographical explanations (Körner & Paulsen 2004). For example, experimental evaluation of the Körner (1998) hypothesis, which states that worldwide altitudinal tree lines are found in situations where carbon balance limitations do not permit large woody structures in plants, has revealed that this explanation may work for some species but not others (Handa et al. 2005). Recently, Holtmeier & Broll (2005) clarified the major landscape-scale patterns and processes expected at high-latitude and high-altitude tree lines. Our review begins to do so for Andean locations.

Limits to tree growth might often be species specific, found along spatial gradients associated with changes in biophysical constraints that do not permit establishment or survival of plants in a tree growth form. In addition, community level interactions along both physical and biological gradients might shape the fate of some species (e.g. Dullinger et al. 2005). A species-specific response to physical parameters has been described by Biondi & Galindo Estrada (2005). Moisture availability and potential transpiration (e.g. Leuschner 2000) might also be associated with both species-specific and individualistic responses. Some altitudinal tree lines, for example, have seedlings growing above tree line that never mature or that are kept in a low shrubby form by winds or ice damage that is called krummholtz in middle latitude sites. Here, a temporal perspective will be critical, as those biophysical constraints that prevent tree development may change cyclically with intradecadal and decadal fluxes or directionally with progressive climate changes, in addition to community structure, species and individual adaptability.

Other tree lines are found in deep intermontane valleys or along other gradients to semi-arid conditions where montane forests are replaced by shrublands or grasslands, often due to drier conditions, fires and rainshadow effects (Kitzberger et al. 1997). There are also lowland tree lines, where prairie, steppe or savannah replaces forest formations. Finally, inspiration and conceptual challenges can be found in studies of the high-latitude tree lines that demarcate tundra from coniferous boreal forests (MacDonald et al. 1998). For example, Epstein et al. (2004) describe the spatial patterns that typify the Arctic landscapes, with many cases that would have Andean equivalents. Young (1998a) differentiated two main regions of tropical Andean forests, one in dissected mountainous terrain with highly fragmented forests and the other with forest occurring in large continuous belts on the humid outer flanks of the Andes. Young & León (1995, 2001) showed that biodiversity status and conservation goals would differ across these geographical and environmental gradients.

Forest limits have some additional ecological processes acting upon them, because the microclimate inside is typically ameliorated compared with nearby non-forest environments, with lower wind speeds, higher and less variable atmospheric humidity and soil moisture, moderated solar radiation, and increased organic matter and nutrient inputs to the soil by leaffall and by fog capture and drip (e.g. Bekker 2005; Maheer et al. 2005). Conversely, some plant species might find the within-forest biophysical conditions more stressful due to less solar radiation. As a result, there will be some species sorting at forest limits not expected at tree limits. One consequence is that isolated forest patches can be found occasionally in places where isolated trees cannot currently grow, due to establishment under previous conditions and continued survival due to amelioration by and within the forest itself. The dendrochronological methods now used in subtropical and temperate areas of the Andes can also provide evidence of whether tree recruitment is proceeding under current biophysical conditions.

Another general expectation will be non-equilibrium conditions (e.g. Alftine et al. 2003; Walsh et al. 2003). Thus, a tree line may have a unique set of biophysical constraints that act upon the available species pool resulting in particular spatial patterns. But there is no particular reason to expect that the spatial patterns at one point in time represent dispersal, establishment and growth processes that have reached some sort of stable or quasi-stable endpoint. In fact, it may be more realistic to assume some degree of flux and some likelihood of a past disturbance that (temporarily) has removed woody plants from places they previously dominated. This complication may require qualifying tree-line explanations in reference to a local and regional disturbance regime context, as is already being done in the southern Andes.

There are also some interesting qualifications to make for environments and locales where human land use alters those disturbance regimes. For example, fire regimes, in the sense of their timing, frequency, magnitude and extent, and ecological consequences, are altered by many land-use practices with implications for tree lines. In many middle latitudes, fires have been actively suppressed over the past century (Baker 1992; Houghton et al. 1999). In other places, traditional grazing practices have encouraged fires that act to limit woody plant invasion and produce respreading grass leaves (Young 1993a). Other land uses, such as road construction and settlement expansion (Young 1994), change land cover in ways that can alter connectivity and hence the spread of fires or other agents of change. A rule of thumb is that sharp tree lines, with a narrow ecotone between non-forest and forest vegetation, are likely to be maintained by human intervention, for example, by burning or cutting (Forman 1995).

Troll (1968, 1973) proposed that tropical timber-lines had different spatial configurations compared with temperate timberlines and their respective tree lines, based on the observations in the Alps and the Andes. Young (1993b,c) modified this generalization to state that previously glaciated terrains at all latitudes with broad U-shaped valleys had multiple tree lines with upper elevational limits high on valley sides, but with valley floors covered down to lower elevations by herbaceous vegetation. Tropical timberlines with these spatial relations include his study area in northern Peru and those described by Hope (1976) and Corlett (1984, 1987) for Papua New Guinea. Many middle
latitude montane sites also show these ‘inverted’ timberlines (Fenshiam & Kirkpatrick 1992; Lloyd & Graumlich 1997). However, there are situations such as those described by Troll (1968, 1973), found in places where the highest elevation trees are found in ravines and other protected microsites. These locales tend to be places with slope processes dominated by gulley formation and the V-shaped valleys that result are mostly products of erosion, deposition and transport by interactive soil–stream watershed systems. These tend to be places where the glacial imprint on geomorphology is minimal or non-existent.

Valley-bottom herbaceous vegetation can also commonly be found occupying poorly drained sites that favour non-woody plants. Again, this creates conditions with inverted timberlines, with forests on the well-drained slopes, and herbaceous vegetation types covering the valley bottoms. Often in mountainous terrain, low gradient slopes have saturated and/or fine grained soils, while steep slopes rarely support wetlands and often instead have rocky, shallow soils. The former typically have dominance by forbs and graminoids, while the latter can have shrubs or trees. Parallels can be found among the tree lines that make up complex ecotones, where tropical savannahs and tropical forest intergrade (Kellman & Tackaberry 1997; Jeltsch et al. 2000; Sternberg 2001).

The spatial processes involved include habitat fragmentation, observed among the patches and corridors formed by both woody and herbaceous vegetation formations. Fragmentation might result from tree-line contraction, which expands areas with non-woody plants and reduces the size of forest patches while increasing the degree of edge effect they experience. Alternatively, tree lines could expand into areas previously covered by grasses, wetlands or shrubs. Forest patches would grow and eventually coalesce. Among these landscape ecology processes (Watson 2002; Holtmeier 2003), there are possibilities for interactive feedbacks involving perturbations, plant–animal interactions and human-mediated alterations.

Current tree-line theory is often described in terms of overall carbon balance and plant life form (Körner 1998, 1999), including relations of effective carbon sequestration in the course of yearly or decadal climate change. But this review points to the need to also expect three-way ecotonal movements: tree-line expansion or contraction, and processes that result in habitat fragmentation, coalescence, percolation and persistence in hostile environments in non-reproductive states (as seeds, juveniles or adults). Even if photosynthesis and tissue allocation by plants are the ultimate explanations over evolutionary time of adaptations successful in tree-line environments, the proximate factors involved could result in a host of additional ecological conditions and limitations. A comparative framework helps in identifying similarities and differences along major latitudinal and biogeographical gradients.

4. TOWARDS A COMPARATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING TREE-LINE DYNAMICS

Despite overall similarity in many landscape patterns found at altitudinal tree lines along the Andes, there are also unique patterns and processes with latitude (table 1). For example, tropical tree lines are much more diverse, not affected much by snow or ice, have numerous mutualisms with animals for pollination and dispersal, have many scendent and epiphytic species and have 365 days per year of growing season.

Daniels & Veblen (2003) conclude that in general, research on climate influences on tree lines needs to be stratified according to the influence of local disturbances, which affect location and length of ecotones. In addition, the magnitude of the disturbance was an important variable to consider. Using the annual tree ring records in their trees, they were able to distinguish climate effects after considering the effects of disturbance. Their four conclusions were that tree-line elevation increases from west to east, tree-line elevation and krummholz growth were greater on warmer slopes than those in cool aspects, tree lines and krummholz growth did not vary significantly in the east, and forest density and cover were greater towards the west.

In tropical tree-line environments, research approaches lack the ability to measure past timing and amount of growth, except on permanent plots with individual trees tracked through time. Young (1998b) used inferences from tree and shrub population structures to evaluate possible trajectories of forest succession and expansion of tree lines. Future work from his site and others can test those inferences with actual growth and mortality measures. Young (1998a) and Sarmiento & Frolich (2002) noted the importance of considering additional influences from historical and current land-use effects on these and other Andean forests. Young & Keating (2001) pointed out that some tree-line species can be found as shrubs, trees or scendent plants depending on local conditions, demonstrating the potential for great plasticity in growth forms within single species.

The subtropical environments have more species-rich mixtures of trees and shrubs than at middle latitudes, but also show strong seasonal shifts and offer the advantage of permitting dendrochronological approaches (Grau et al. 2003). Grau & Brown (2000) place these issues in a broader context for Northwest Argentina, both geographically and in terms of current and future land use.

The importance of temporal scale, at least in terms of current ecological processes, is evident in the temperate Andean studies reviewed, because many of their underlying processes and dynamics tend to alter over decades and even centuries (Cuevas 2000, 2003; Pollmann 2004). Szeicz et al. (2003) have shown that the current mosaic of vegetation is the result of environmental changes at different time-scales, such as millennial climatic changes interacting with recent, annual or decadal changes and anthropogenic disturbances. It appears that each factor shaping vegetation expansion and/or contraction has a particular span in time, although distinguishing interacting factors might require compilation of additional neo- and palaeoecological data.

Over millions of years, species appear, disappear and sometimes diversify in the fossil record (Young et al. 2002). One consequence for reconstructions of past environmental conditions based on micro- or
macrofossils is that the specific taxa fossilized may no longer be present or its descendents may have evolved different climate–abundance relationships. Changes over this great length of time also include climate changes, differences in intercontinental connectivity and hence source areas for possible new colonizing species, and changes in mountain topography relating to uplift and downwasting. Perhaps, at least some diverse lineages will be eventually associated with speciation processes in tree-line situations. If those kinds of environments have always been found somewhere in the uplands of tropical South America, then it seems that tree lines in general also must be an ancient habitat type, reminiscent of recent re-evaluations of how some speciation has occurred in the Amazon lowlands (Maslin et al. 2005).

The dynamic landscape mosaic that characterizes all the Andean altitudinal tree lines studied so far, despite differences in the number of component species, permits much beta diversity to exist in the form of species turnover from place to place. One site may contain a structural gradient from open shrubby plants to relatively tall, closed forest over distances of 20–1000 m. Additional habitat variation comes from disturbances, both exogenous (winds and fire) and endogenous (tree mortality), while often underlying soils vary in terms of coarseness and moisture levels. Steep slopes imply large changes in biophysical conditions over short vertical distances. In addition, the aspect affects solar radiation, moisture stresses and exposure to winds and fog.

Also tree lines would seem to provide opportunities for speciation over evolutionary time, given sharp environmental gradients, changing habitat connectivity and the influence of mountainous topography. Fether et al. (2000) reported little evidence of ecotypic variation along elevational gradients in Puerto Rico, but recently Premoli (2003) found that there was clinal variation along elevational gradients in Patagonian populations of *N. pumilio* as evaluated using isozyme evidence. For that matter, partially interconnected mosaic tree-line landscapes may form long ‘metacommunities’ over evolutionary time in the sense of Lavin et al. (2004), leading to additional speciation along latitudinal and other spatial gradients.

New methods allow for some refinements in information on temporal cycles and causality; for example, Bush et al. (2005) recently used wavelet analysis on lake sediment magnetic susceptibility to show statistically significant 210 year cycles, apparently associated with a centennial-scale solar cycle affecting to uplift and downwasting. Perhaps, at least some diverse lineages will be eventually associated with speciation processes in tree-line situations. If those kinds of environments have always been found somewhere in the uplands of tropical South America, then it seems that tree lines in general also must be an ancient habitat type, reminiscent of recent re-evaluations of how some speciation has occurred in the Amazon lowlands (Maslin et al. 2005).

The dynamic landscape mosaic that characterizes all the Andean altitudinal tree lines studied so far, despite differences in the number of component species, permits much beta diversity to exist in the form of species turnover from place to place. One site may contain a structural gradient from open shrubby plants to relatively tall, closed forest over distances of 20–1000 m. Additional habitat variation comes from disturbances, both exogenous (winds and fire) and endogenous (tree mortality), while often underlying soils vary in terms of coarseness and moisture levels. Steep slopes imply large changes in biophysical conditions over short vertical distances. In addition, the aspect affects solar radiation, moisture stresses and exposure to winds and fog.

Also tree lines would seem to provide opportunities for speciation over evolutionary time, given sharp environmental gradients, changing habitat connectivity and the influence of mountainous topography. Fether et al. (2000) reported little evidence of ecotypic variation along elevational gradients in Puerto Rico, but recently Premoli (2003) found that there was clinal variation along elevational gradients in Patagonian populations of *N. pumilio* as evaluated using isozyme evidence. For that matter, partially interconnected mosaic tree-line landscapes may form long ‘metacommunities’ over evolutionary time in the sense of Lavin et al. (2004), leading to additional speciation along latitudinal and other spatial gradients.

New methods allow for some refinements in information on temporal cycles and causality; for example, Bush et al. (2005) recently used wavelet analysis on lake sediment magnetic susceptibility to show statistically significant 210 year cycles, apparently associated with a centennial-scale solar cycle affecting precipitation. These and other techniques offer means associated with a centennial-scale solar cycle affecting show statistically significant 210 year cycles, apparently analysis on lake sediment magnetic susceptibility to information on temporal cycles and causality; for (1999) and Veblen & Kitzberger (2002) used Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and other cycles operat-
also, in fact, be sampling along a chronosequence or even a multiple chronosequence if tree line has shifted repeatedly. Tree-line studies will likely reveal evidence of both historical legacies and ecological succession.

Species adaptations to tree-line habitats would be of interest to evaluate further, especially given that morphological plasticity is apparently one of the defining traits of species across the latitudinal gradient in the Andes. Tree lines shift over time, but like other major ecotonal environments, while their specific location may vary their presence somewhere in a region or landscape is predictable. Somewhat like the dynamic mosaic created by large fluvial systems, the landscape mosaics formed by tree lines offer numerous resources suitable for species requiring shady conditions, those thriving in the full sun, those needing dense forests, those that need the specific habitat conditions of forest edges and those that are habitat generalists. Other evolutionary time, tree lines have always offered this range of possibilities for selective pressures to act upon species adaptations, especially given the likelihood of population fragmentation or coalescence following habitat fragmentation or coalescence (e.g. Smith et al. 2001; Hinojosa & Villagran 2005).
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